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Welcome to TWC

It's what
you
make it
by Rich Williams

Monday, October 2, 1972

LES AND SMITTY
Allen Smith and Les Hill would
like to take this opportunity to
not only welcome all the
freshmen and new students to
Trenton State College, but to
also introduce you to our newly
formed service. To the freshmen
we say, "thank you" for coming
to Trenton State. You are the
largest Black freshmen class in
our school history. In the past
years, our small Black number
has struggled and fought for
everything beneficial we now
have on this campus. At times
the struggle was overwhelming
and many of our more radical
and aware fighters have been
systematically weeded out of our
small community. The majority
of our losses were due to the
partial academic standards and
bias evaluations. We who remain
continue to fight, and extend our
hand for you to now join us in our
struggle. The enemy you'll be
fighting here at Trenton State

(Trenton White

College)

WELCOME YOU

doesn't carry a thirty-eight (38)
and wear blue nor can he be
easily recognized by his white
face and markirtg pen. Our
enemy is invisible, intangible,
and you'll never know he's hit
you until you're out of school and
it's too late. Our enemy is a
devastating one. He eats away at
our logic, destroys our reasoning
power, turning us against one
another, and causes an overall
disunity and self-hatred in us,
but we never see him. That
enemy, my readers, is
IGNORANCE . . . There upon
lies the root of our entire
problem. Ignorance can
be defeated not only on this
campus, but in our respective
communities also. You've
already taken the first step by
reading this paper; the second
step is contributing to this paper.
Since this paper reflects you, by
helping it you're helping
yourself.

Being new here, that
complicated maze of o ffices and
hard times they call Green Hall
might confuse you. For this
reason we, Smitty and Les, have
started a new service to aid
freshmen and new students who
are unfamiliar with the
administrators and their various
functions. We have been given
the authority to act as a liaison
between students with needs and
administrators with power to
satisfy their needs. We stand
ready, willing and able to
perform this service and are
waiting for you to bring your
problems to us. Why run around
Green Hall in circles when you
can make one stop and get your
affairs resolved? Please take
advantage of o ur experience and
concern for your welfare. We
can be found at Allen House
anytime, "Les" Rm. 202 or
"Smitty" Rm. 118. Feel free to
call ... Again, we welcome you
and wait.

What Our
Name
Means
Last year, Utimme Umana
was the Black students'
newspaper on campus. This
year, it has a new face and a
double purpose This year our
efforts are coupled with those of
the Puerto Rican students. The
name has been expanded and is
Utimme Umana, La Voz Oculta.
Utimme Umana was the
Swahilian name chosen last year
and it signifies the "rebirth" of
an idea that had failed the year
before. La Voz Oculta is Spanish
for the "hidden voice" of a
people often neglected and
overlooked.
This year, the staff has been
able to make a reality the dream
of printing the paper in a
professional manner. There is a
new editor-in-chief and several
new people have been added to
the staff. As a result, we have
created what we feel is a
worthwhile publication although
the motivation and goals remain
unchanged.
In the process of rebirth, no
longer will either voice have to
remain hidden. No longer will
our voices be muttered but
instead will be screamed for all
to hear. It is a voice that must
and shall be heard. Together we
shall make it be heard.
Pamela Smith
Indio Rodriguez

Ceremonies
in Dark
Old Men
by Brent Bishop
April 12th through 17th will
mark the inaugural attempt at
Black Theatre by The Trenton
State College Theatre
Department. The play,
Ceremonies in Dark Old Men, by
Lonne Elder, III was nominated
for a pulitzer. The award,
however, went to Charles
Gordone for his excellent, if
controversial, No Place to be
Somebody.
Continued on page 2

One does not have to look v ery
far on TSC's campus to notice
one or more of t he new Brothers
or Sisters. I doubt if very many
of them know as yet what is
really to be expected of th em.
All of us know what these first
few weeks can be like. They may
be very informative, happy and
educational. Which it will be
depends a great deal on the new
student as well as the student
who is now considered an upper
classman. The incoming student
has a responsibility to himself to
form the habits that will be both
beneficial and progressive, while
the upper classman has the
responsibility of showing the
new student the How's of it all.
We cannot afford to be
apathetic in our attitudes toward
the incoming student, because
our future as a Black people
depends on their successes. As
students, we must remember
that our Primary Purpose is to
get a meaningful education that
we can apply to the outside, and
we must attempt to lend aid to
whoever may need it. For, if any
Black student falls by the
wayside through our neglect,
then it is to our discredit and the
loss is not only to the individual
but to the Black community as a
whole.
One very important aspect of
education is that of f inding one's
self. This can be a very difficult
problem, but it can be made
easier if we come out of
ourselves and interact with each
other. Be careful though,
because in trying to find
ourselves, we may sometimes
lose ourselves. For, far too
often, the desire to "Get Over"
with the crowd becomes more
overhwelming than our desire to
strive for academic achievement
or our involvement with the
political issues at school.
TSC can be compared to a
testing group, where we
experiment with ourselves,
where we think, we interact and
where we become involved. This
is where we discard High School
ideas of stratification and begin
to deal with each other on a Real
basis. We can learn a great deal
from each other, Brothers and
Sisters, so let's rap. The Black
room is available, so let's make
use of it, discovering ourselves
and each other.

GEO. JACKSON
CENTER OPEN
September 23,1868

PUERTO RICANS INITIATE
INSURRECTION AT LARES
by Miguel Rodriquez
On the 23rd of September in
1868 in th e town of L ares, Puerto
Rico, the spark of Revolution
and the struggle for Liberation
began.
One of the principle leaders of
the insurrection at Lares was
Ramon Betances. Betances
studied all over the world, and
upon his return to "la Isla," he
was struck by the conditions he
saw. He observe the mass
oppression and brutalization of
the people by the Spaniards and
exploitation of human and
natural resources.
He initiated planning and
organization for the
insurrection. Groups of
"Jibaros" from all over the
island heeded the call of
revolution. A r ebel army, if you
can call it that, was formed. This
small band was to be the
spearhead of the revolution.

"Pan, tierra, y libertad" (bread,
leand, and liberty) were the
cries of the people.
It was not known exactly how
the Spanish military forces
learned of-the insurrection, but it
is suspected that one of the
rebels was apprehended, and
under severe inquisitionary
methods of torture, exposed the
plot.
The rebel band was met at
Lares by the Spanish murderers.
The rebels were taken by
surprise. Not having adequate
training and experience, the
Spaniards easily hriumphed.
Many rebels died, others fled,
those who were captured
suffered severe consequences.
Today, 104 years later, many
Boricuas hold within themselves
a spark of the initial revolution
which occurred in the town
called Lares.

Brothers and Sisters
The doors of the George
Jackson Memorial Center are
open! You are welcome to stop
in to study, have lunch, rap, or
whatever you like. This is our
room, so let's start spending
time there, getting to know our
new brothers and sisters.
The Center will be open from
9:00 A.M. until 10:00 P.M. It is
located near the Housing offices
in Phelps Annex. It is used for
our meetings and some of our
parties. It houses the office of
Utimme-Umana and the central
committee of our organization.
Various exhibits will be held
there from time to time. All
notices relevant to Black people
will be posted in there. The
newspaper will be distributed
from there.
It is one of the few places on
campus where Black people can
go to relax, work, and enjoy
other Black folks. Please make
it the place you come to
regularly. It is yours so feel free
to use it often. We'll be seeing
you there soon.
by Rosalind Ogburn
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UTIMME-UMANA
Should Blacks Vote?

King Strut

by Leonard Sample

Coming Events
Chuck Stone, Journalist- "Black Politics and Non-Politics"
Classroom Building —Room 130
Date Oct. 13
Time: 8:00
Playwrights Rap -featuring Alice Childress and Ron Milner
Date: October 22 Classroom Bldg. 130
Reception in George Jackson
immediately following session
Performance of Ro n Milner's Who's Got His Own by The Hansberry
Arts Workshop of Princeton, Terry Steaple, Director
Date: Nov. 5
8:00p.m.
Little Theatre — Adm. Free
Jam Session in Rhodora Theatre, Featuring Blacklite
Date: Nov. 17th — 8p.m.
Adm. $.25

Oct

7:30 — me eting and g eneral get
together to get to know each
other and find out where you are
going from here. Black faculty
and students.
Gerke House

The Nature of
Revolution

"Revolution"; Probably one of
the most frequently used and
greatly misunderstood words of
contemporary social rhetoric.
Used by persons of all political
persuasions, the concept of
revolution suggests different
ideas, and modes of behavior, to
almost every group using it. The
disparity has to do with the
various motivations of those who
affix the word to the creeds of
the splintered groups of our
times.
This article will explore the
concept of "revolution" as it is
understood by members of the
Trenton State Student body.
"A revolution is a complete
change of an established system.
Once one recognizes that
something is wrong, he then
must take the steps to correct it.
There will not be a complete
revolution by blacks in this
country because there is no
single concept of Blackness in
this country..."
Billy Ingram '76
"I like Billy's definition, but I
think a revolution can happen
because there is definitely a
unanimity of purpose. The
expressions all lead to a need for
change even though the various
groups have defined different
methods. Some folks want to go
through the system, while others
prefer to work outside the
system. The problem is to put
aside the intergroup rivalry ..."
Pam Smith, '72
"I agree with Pam very much
. . . definitely. We n eed to find a

Continued from page 1
"Ceremonies" is a play about
a thought that turns into a nearly
realized dream, but is still just a
thought; a hope for a different
world. Everyone in the play
entertains an idea of the best
method for getting over. In a
Harlem home there are many
dreams, but few achievements
because the man has a tight
grasp on everyone's testicles.
The few who do get over, seldom
do so by the legitimate route.
Games are played and the games
become
ceremonies —ceremonies that
say that mask the ball and chain
oppression of the society.
Needless to say, Ceremonies in
Dark Old Men is a beautiful play.
Rarely are people heard if th ey
are a part of the minority.
Minorities have to shout or
threaten to make a point.
"Ceremonies" will be such a
statement.
The play will be produced by
the Theatre Department with
Don Evans, Director of the
Minorities Executive Council, as
guest director. Mr. William Cook
of Princeton will be on campus
as "Artist in Residence" and
will paly the role of "Mr.
Parker!"
leader. At this point, I don't
think there is a single leader that
Black people can follow. We
could probably have rallied
behind Malcolm . . . maybe
Jessie Jackson today. People
just weren't ready for Malcolm
— I don 't know if they'd be ready
today..."
Dennis May, '74
"A revolution is an overthrow
of some kind of government;
through demonstration,
picketing or violence. In a strict
sense, revolution happens
everyday in the minds of p eople.
Therefore, revolution is a way of
____^^>>^_>Continuedoi^age 4
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Chuck Stone gives a chilling

black buck that dare to look at

look at the inner workings of

her, much less go to bed with

power in the U.S. He holds no

her. This one was for Nat Turner

bars, he "lets it all hang out."

and a thousand other black men

Hiram Elliot Quinault (based

who had been killed and maimed

Adam Clayton Powell),

and castrated physically,

Stone's leading character, is

mentally or spiritually for the

more than just a man. He rises

preservation

to every occasion, and he is

womanhood.

on

of

white

never found without another

This was for the brothers

card to play. This brother is

hanging on the street corners in

super hp. Don't get me wrong

Chicago, and shooting pool in

now,

Harlem.

Hiram is not a super

nigger; as a matter of f act he is

Hiram Eliott Quinanlt Jr.

very believable. He is simply

from Chicago had fucked

just an extraordinary individual.

Melanie Cora from Mississippi

Hiram initiated his political
career in Chicago's South Side,

until she had cried from the pain
of it and the sweetness of it."

when he ran for and won the

Stones development of King

district's aldermanship

Strut, Hiram Quinault, is often

(councilman in N.J.). Just one

overly cold, but is adequate

year later Hiram ran for a

enough to let us know we are

different office and "was elected

dealing with a warm body. For

to the United States House of

instance,

Representatives as the first

black people to further his

Hiram used other

black congressman from

political ambitions in the crudest

Chicago and one of t he youngest

of w ays.

men in history to serve in that
legislative body."
Intermingled throughout all of
Hiram's early

Hiram married a sister, by the
name of Inez Tibbs, to show his

political

constituency that he was not a
"black by day white by night"

maneuvers, Stone's slightly

brother. Stone later on in the

concealed message comes

book implicitly forgave Hiram,

thundering through. You can

and cleaned up the mess, by

make a change if you just do

allowing poor Inez to become a

something; with a little luck of

"bulldike." I am sure Stone was

course!

saying it is not the means that is
important, ^ut the ends. "By any

Hiram's stay in the House was
marked by continuous crisis. His

means necessary" is a very valid

problems were caused primarily

way to view enemies of black

by a small clique of reactionary

people — d ig it — b ut not the

politicians who were out to get

way black people should deal

this "nigger". Also Hiram was

with each other.

not a "good boy" himself, he

The book ends in contrast to

frequently accepted bribes, and

the rest of t he life of King Strut.

used all sorts of together "under

The contrast is so shockingly

handed" tricknology to defeat

grave that I rather not tell you

the whiteman. Hiram also very

how it ends.

undiscretely "gets over" with

Stone has made a contribution

the President's wife, Mealnie

here, he demonstrates to us that

Cora, and enjoys every minute of

we have to do something if we

it. Hiram "runs it down" this

are going to have some of that

way:

power. If you're "thing" is

"And there it was. Mrs. White

building black nations, then build

Every lady, a faceless white body

a nation, if it's building black

whose creamy rewards had been

armies then build an army; or if

pedestaled by centureis of white

it's voting, vote then, but do

galdiators ready to tighten a

something!

rope around the neck of any

Get the book, it's deep.

BILLY PAUL. . WOW!
On Sunday, the 17th of
one from his new album "360
September, The Fantasy Lounge
Degrees of Billy Paull." The
in Trenton was enveloped by the
song "Me and Mrs. Jones" will
magic of Bi lly Paul.
make you holler and scream
Billy Paul, who is best known
because Billy Paul delivers it
for his hit 45 "This is Your Life",
with so much feeling and
appeared at the Fantasy Lounge
emotion. It was as if the
before standing room only
audience was drawing the song
crowds for four nights. The
out of hi m.
Sunday Matinee was like a
Beneath that indescribable
Magic Carpet ride with Billy
voice is a terrific human being.
Paul as the pilot.
As I mentioned before he's a
Being a sagittarian, his
sagittarian and has that natural
natural magnetism caught the
magnetism. He was very down
audience and with his silky voice
to earth and did not seem to have
took them East on a trip
any of the super star attitude.
comparable to almost nothing.
His humble style of
The stops that were made were
intermingling with the audience
in the form of songs from his
during intermission provided a
album "Going East". Songs like
dynamite relationship between
"Love Buddies", I W ish It Were
him and his fans during the
Yesterday", and of course,
second half of th e show.
"This is Your Life." The song
Billy Paul . . . WOW!
that made the trip thorough is
by Wanda Austin

Nixon or
McGovern?
During the late 1800s, the
white politician of the south was
trying to gather all the black
votes he could. The Negro vote
was becoming more powerful
and important due to the federal
government making sure their
right to vote was protected.
In turn for their support, the
white politician of the south
would promise them better state
government jobs, and a host of
other good deeds. This promise
was kept by the politician on
these bases. Once the Blacks
were given these jobs they found
the same cracker playing the
same jive games with the
Blacks. The jobs they were given
gave them a chance to see what
the man was really doing, But,
he had no say as to what was
going on. He could only sit and
watch and go home playing the
role of the upper class nigger.
There were a few choices the
black man could have taken: (1)
He could stand up and say what
was being done to him and his
race, (Having to suffer
anyconsequence that the white
politician or the TOMS of his own
race would bestow upon him) or
(2) he could come to the same
frustrating situation every day
and condition himself to appear
that it had no effect on him. As
we can see from the past history
the latter was the choice of the
majority.
The political scene today
would have to, in most Black
minds, be very similar if not the
same.
Nixon has given jobs to blacks
as he promised, but aren't these
jobs the same as those that were
given by the white politician of
the south? TOKENISM is a word
that should live on with the black
race until the day of our own
independent freedom.
Can George McGovern do any
better? He has yet to prove
himself, but the odds are so
highly mounted against him by
his own people, as has been the
case starting with the
lumberjace George Washington.
If w e could ever really want to
vote in democracy, let us vote
for the likes of MALCOLM-X,
DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING,
MARCUS GARVEY, FRED
ERICK DOUGLASS, all of these
GREAT BLACK MEN, dead
but still could help us more
spiritually than could our great
white asses, I mean fathers.
And if to vote in the present
day, let us vote for the likes of
JAMES BALDWIN, NIKKI
GIOVANNI, HUEY NEWTON,
ELDRIGE CLEAVER,
ANGELA DAVIS, and the many
other great blacks that know how
to help the black race.
We would suggest that we hold
off o ur vote until we can vote for
our president, or our senator, or
our congressman, etc., etc....
Julian Bond is a great man.
Think how much greater he
could be if he had the outspoken
support of every black person
under the American flag.
In order for a black man to be
representative of the people he
must be selected and supported
by the people, not by some white
man who thinks he has the black
political power under his wing.
Let us select and support our
own black leaders.
If y ou would like for your blood
pressure to rise because of a
situation that has been in
existence for some time, look at
the minority whites controlling
the majority blacks. Look into
ATTICAand RAHWAY STATE
PRISONS, JAMESBURG
SKILLMAN TRAINING FOR
BOYS, etc., etc....
by Gene & Lynn Webb
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College

a New
Black jDaef

THE ARTS
The New Black Sound
by Billy & Jimmy Ingram
lost, unnoticed by the world. If,
as one, we can all force our
music on the rest of the world,
then they will have to accept it
as they did our "blues".
The new Black sound is not
completely new and if you, as
Black people, are not digging it,
it may be because you, yourself,
never gave it a chance. When you
first heard the music, it wasn't
what you had been accustomed
to listening to. It didn't fit into
the mode of the traditional sound
of Black jazz. You shouldn't
judge this music by o ther music
because it is not like other
music. It is unique and should be
judged uniquely, according to
our own standards, and by our
own people.
This column will focus on this
new form of jazz and the people
who are creating it. We will
present you with information
concerning the people as well as
their music for we feel that
music is a major part of the
Black man's life style in
America.

Black music calls for a great
deal of Black awareness on the
part of the composer as well as
the listener. This is mainly
because it may not be judged as
music by the standards already
established by white America.
We are not just talking • about
rhythm and blues groups such as
Black Ivory, the Temptations
etc., but musicians that play in a
field that is an established, but
unaccepted form of music
created by Black Artists; JAZZ!
Jazz is taught with scales,
cords, and patterns and one is
able to riff around a certain
pattern. But new jazz is played
from emotions, so it doesn't have
to have a pattern nor does it have
to be written. Because of this,
you cannot go to school to learn
it. Needless to say, many folks
(and even some Blacks) cannot
discard past biases about music.
Thus refusing to even consider
new Black jazz as an aesthetic.
This makes it harder to pass on
and just like so many of our
great Black customs, it may be

Chico Chambers is a senior at
T.S.C. majoring in psychology.
Constantly active in the arts, he
was also a member of The
Hansberry Arts Workshop
playwrights unit of Princeton,
N.J. The poems shown here are
being published for the first
time.

What Is Soul
Soul is a rice and beans
sandwich.
Soul is skin tight pants and roach
killer shoes.
Soul is saying (Que pasa man?)
Soul is the Afro-Puerto Rican
culture.
Soul es la raza (the race).
Soul is me.
Soul is you.
Soul is us.
Que viva la raza.

Revolution
The Evolution of Revolutionary Music
by Melvin Jay Ingram
One of the most noticeable
changes that has been observed
about Black Music in the last ten
years is its adaptation to, and
evolution towards the
revolutionary movement.
As far back as the chants of
Black Power, "Free At Last"
during Martin Luther Kings'
marches, the chants were
becoming more (so called by
Whites) Militant. I can look back
at the Impressions when they
recorded their hit side "We're A
Winner." This was followed by
James Brown singing "Say It
Loud, I'm Black and I'm
Proud." A host of other black
singers followed them. Such as
Nina Simone who has dedicated
her whole singing career to
Revolutionary music. And I
can't forget to mention the Last
Poets, Gil Scott-Heron, Nikki
Giovanni, and others who
dedicated themselves to
Revolutionary Poetry.
The Music and the Poetry is a
message that the time is now,
and it is time for us to get
ourselves together, both Black
and White. As Curtis Mayfield
said, "Get yourselves together."

Most old singing groups and
many new singing groups have
tended to get away from the old
music. I mean music that dealt
with mostly personal
experiences such as Jove songs,
for example. Take, for example,
the Temptations album "Solid
Rock" and compare it to some of
the older songs that they were
famous for. Marvin Gaye also
did a complete new thing with
his hit album "What's Going
On".

THEY WERE BLACK

They were black but couldn't
seem to stay out of th eir brother's business.
They were destructive to blacks
and that I can witness.
Being black and
being bold,
But yet they didn't have
power, love nor
Soul'
They were black but they said
"We don't need nobody else"
I wonder, can they make it
by themselves?
Can one be black and not
help his people out?
They continue saying "We know waht it's all about'
They were popular and had many friends
But so far as really getting down,
Their foolishness never ends
They were so black, they could find
nothing constructive to do.
And you know that's as black as you can get. . .
Or is it?
by Sheila Lewis

Ike

So God-damned Low Down

One eyed little black roaches
crawling reef — fa like so light and sly,
still to many thousands of gutters folking
black babies shooting up dead high, hiz—zigh for the sky.
a fat black toothless brother rat
preaching soul brothers — "repent,"
somebodee's god-damned dying drunk
mother/less woman's out there hustling
up her rent.
a blue eyed wino raping
a wireless telephone pole, and
the corner faggot just sold his
or should I say her soul.
Sweet momma's poppa
the mean woman womb peter-beater
laying everybodee's blues, and
King Ghetto still making natural-like
all the motherfu-king rules,

Acid, pot, Mr. 0. D. now King
heartbeats of a coupla thousands junkies,
rhymatically ring ripping off-key blue notes
signifying/super flying the soul training
urge to take their souls right on out
and away from here.

Continued on page 4

Hey
there goes a new modern day
all round black man
with a needle pointed curved line
blown out urple tented fro
yea, cool slow-walking brother sweet jewel-stuff talking Joe
the heroin king of the 3 ultra violet toned
cadillac number runners playing
"duji jive for five."
the cool brother even helps the ghetto creatures
figure the 3 digit number lie
and thinking cool pimping pusher Joe
is a black rich mind teaching millionaire.
even when i, heard him brag about
how he didn't care about the
thousand balck kids he murdered last year.
Saying,
where else besides in the fu-king Ghettoes
can you nigga folk really live?
hell like those italians been telling
ya'll for the last fifty yrs,
everything you blacks need
is in you fu-king Ghettoes.
Cadillacs, wine, chicken, barbecued-ribs,
reef-fa, big legged sisters and Heroin
and can't nobody, out dress a brother can't nobody,
—except another brother
Sheet, What black cat on a sat. night
would walk into a white chicken delight,
order 2 chicken sandwiches and pull
out a hundred dollar bill.
Nigga folk got sense, they bet-not
leave that reservation, especially now
cause whitey's paying me good to keep
you black asses in the dark dig!
Hey Joe said, who wants a joy so's
they can take offand lay
Sure i take the young blood's
little nickels and dimes
but my reef-fa helps ta kill their time
besides can't cha understand
Duji on the brain will ease
the raping mental pain.
Hell Joe said, why should i
care about a nigga's welfare ...
Those were the last words
i heard fould mouthed slow-walking
pretty street talking Joe utter,
Ya, see, 7:30 this morning
they found him lying face down
half way in and out of a gutter,
the tradition of hi s ultra super fly-ed
uncle tomming past done's caught
up with him.
TTiose vibrant bad no-mined
jitter mugger, brick-hitters, soul
spike bleeding life/less living dead
junkies di what he taught'em best
they eased his pain
teach,—if you know
and if you don't know —learn.
by Chico Chambers

by chico

Bow tie wearing Sam, the corner store jew,
so sweet, kind, dear and nice to die
but I'll be damned if th at stops our
money taking suit/shoe pushing man
from getting his jovial nut selling high

And yet all the while
gutter folk still daydream and philosophize
talking that same —o —off the wall talk
and what you saying themselves
to death, -too death!

Slow Walking Joe

Brothers and sisters die
People dance
To nowhere and back.
What am I?
Puerto Rican
What am I?
Proud
What am I?
A spic
What am I?
A nigg er
What are we?
Oppressed.
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Revolution
Continued from page 2
life."
Brent Bishop, '73
"I am in accord with Billy and
Pam in the sense that a
revolution can be complete and
incomplete. Presently, I believe
that revolution is incomplete in
that we are now getting it
together. We are still bucking
the system. When the single
concept that Billy is referring to
evolves, only then can the
revolution be complete."
Debbie Forrest, Graduate
Assistant
"A revolution is in the process of
coming. It has been stimulated
by groups of people who can
focus their attention on certain
issues that everyone knows must
be changed. One thing that is
essential is the idea of unity
among Black people. If this can
be accomplished, I feel that
revolution would serve to change
the things that need to be
changed."
Keith Taylor, '75
"Revolution essentially is an
old idea formulated by Folk
being kicked in the ass, face,
stomach, mouth and all in the
head for too god-damned long,
consistently by some ghost
riding dogmatic being. Slavery is
a counterpart to Revolution
because slavery is all black folk
are conditioned to know. But as
soon as we break away from the
weak threads of slavery and
being scared we sort a get a
teaste of what revolution is all
about. The only existing way is
to free your fucking mind, like
Brother George Jackson and
your soul will follow. Break the
threats and chains wrapped
around our souls, simply done by
reversing the brainwashing
effects used by the faggot-mind
system to hold our souls at bay
or in a condition prerevolutionary state. Free your
fucking min, your soul will
follow. The chains will break ...
And the Black mountain will
build."

EL RITMO SIQUE CALIENT
Day by day more sisters and brothers heed the call of
revolution. We b ring the light of the struggle to more people of
the 3rd World.
The Beat is Getting Stronger as more dedicated bloods fight for
the cause.
POWER IS UNITY
UNITY IS POWER

Boricua —The Indian
meaning Puerto Rican.

word

Que viva la raza — long live the
race.
Que somas? What are we?
Que sentimos? We do we feel?
Orgullo — Pride
La nueva junta —the new
coalition.

The PEOPLE'S POETRY
Congos beat out
Wild fiery rhythms
Life style rhythms
Mambo Jambo Bambo rhythms
Congas play people dance
Dance dance dance
To nowhere and back.
Congas beat out
New fiery rhythms
Rhythms of w ar
Rhythms of freedom
Revolution revolution

Has there ever been a light
that you stared at all night, or a
bulb that never lights. These are
just two kinds of l ights, but what
if the world stayed light, all day
and all night. We'd stay indoors
all day. Even the children
couldn't go out to play, but again,
what if it stayed night all day.
There'd be muggings, killings,
rapings, fires, and all kinds of
crazy things. This world would
be a terrible sight! If all the
electric lights in the world were
on, this world would never be the
same at dawn. So at the end of
this day, thank God for night and
day.

Continued from page 3
Still partying on and on
bored internally rehashing up over
disgusting transparent depressing thoughts
pulling hard and sucking long smoke
screening minds momentarily escaping
the God-father's ultimate supreme
dream of doing nigga folk in.
highly forgetting project stoned home/fronts
and cursing tongue/less children crying
for help and a way out of t he rot,
stink, mildew and the fucken wall roach
crawling gutter hall pissing reef -fa mind
stained left nut strained filth that
engulfs their enslaved/born souls.

by Kelvel
Why, I say,
Is it everyday
That Blacks go walking around
Seeing others
Knowing we're brothers
And afraid of making a sound?
Why, may I ponder
Is it a wonder
That we are still here?
The Man, you know,
Wants us to go
Because the knowledge we'll
gain they'll fear.
So why go through Hell
Knowing damn well
that we're here to make them
look good?
So why not rebel?
Give Whitey Hell!
Prove that you
brotherhood!

have

a feeling so god-damned low down seeping
into diluted weak half blood pumping hearts
discovering shells of t ired strong has been's
and used to be black beings searching desperately
for new identity/awareness, meaning/existence,
hanging up the old bag of bl owing wind and
trying to act super badd!!
Opening eyes finally focusing in on
the screams heard from dark figures
praying on top of deserted soap opera boxes on 125 street
preaching tomorrow's dreams ain't stopping
sista's from selling they beodies, momma's
killing they babies or brother's running
the lastest fashion's jive game
down on themselves.
Coasting home naturally evading
Bro. Gill Scott's cries of here I am —
Pieces of a man and our Home is
where the real hatred is, the black
folk pain of feeling so god-damned low
down eases.
New blood flow's within along with
the realization of just how bad we
really are! we really are.
Cultural nationalism, political power black
and the beauty of our enriched communities
must blind into one.
Black is and shall always be???
Now!
Do I have to tell you that it
ain't so god-danmed low down!

Out of site
Out of space
Got some pills
Have a taste
I know how
To get you high
Come with me
And be Su-per-fly
It's real nice
I agree
I feel, like
Feee-e-e-e-e
Say Man,
How can I come down?
This 1/2 of tab
Will bring you around.
Say Man,
How do I get off this stuff?
It's only one way, Brother,
And it's rough.
You may make it,
Who can tell?
But I'm telling you, man,
Few make it through Hell!

